Math
Here are 35 recently published books that deal with Mathematics. For hundreds of other choices, you can simply
go to our Advanced Search and look under the theme: Math.

HAPPY PI DAY TO YOU
By: BONNIE WORTH | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780525579939 | Price: $10.39
CONCEPTS | Theme(s): Math
Join the Cat in the Hat as he explains how to measure circles and calculate pi in this perfect choice for Pi Day
celebrations and nurturing a love of math and numbers! The Cat in the Hat makes calculating pi--one of the most
fascinating numbers in mathmatics--as easy as pie! Using a piece of string and two sticks, the Cat first shows
beginning readers how to draw a perfect circle. Then, using a can and a piece of ribbon, he shows how to measure a
circle's circumference and diameter, and to use those measurements to calculate pi. Also included is information
about the history of measurement and famous Pi Pioneers! Written in simple rhyme, Happy Pi Day is a natural
choice for celebrating Pi Day (held annually on March 14), and for nurturing a child's interest in math. Fans of the
hit PBS show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! will be delighted at this new addition to the Learning
Library series.

HOW TO CODE A ROLLEROASTER
By: JOSH FUNK | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780425292037 | Price: $19.19
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Science Themes, Math
Pearl and Pascal take their coding adventures to the amusement park in this follow-up picture book from our Girls
Who Code program! Pearl and her trusty rust-proof robot, Pascal, are enjoying a day out at the amusement park.
Spinning teacups, ice cream, and of course: rollercoasters! Through the use of code, Pearl and Pascal can keep track
of their ride tokens and calculate when the line is short enough to get a spot on the biggest ride of them all--the
Python Coaster. Variables, if-then-else sequences, and a hunt for a secret hidden code make this a humorous, codetastic day at the amusement park!

MONKEY TIME
By: MICHAEL HALL | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062383020 | Price: $17.59
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
Can you catch a minute? A monkey chases a minute in the rainforest in this clever, funny, and informational story
about the concept of time from Michael Hall, the New York Times–bestselling and acclaimed author of Red: A
Crayon’s Story. Monkey Time stars a silly monkey and sixty minutes, and it is perfect for fans of Mo Willems’s
Waiting Is Not Easy! and anyone learning about how time passes. Look for surprises in the pictures on every page!
Meet monkey. Monkey is very curious about the brightly colored—and very tasty-looking—minutes on the minute
tree in his forest. But can he catch one before it disappears? Playful, educational, and entertaining, this brightly
illustrated book reinforces simple counting skills while introducing children to basic concepts about time, how time
passes, and how time is measured. With illustrations full of engaging animals and a call-and-response text, and loads
of rhythm, repetition, and humor, this is a great choice for family and story-time sharing. Includes three pages of
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facts reinforcing the math concepts and describing the rainforest friends introduced in the story.

PITTER PATTERN
By: JOYCE HESSELBERTH | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062741233 | Price: $17.59
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
Pitter, pitter, pat! Pitter, pitter, pat! Hey, it's a pitter, pitter, pattern! Lu and her friends love spotting patterns in their
daily activities. Lu learns that patterns can be found at soccer practice, during her piano lessons, in dance class, at
snack time, and even at the park! How many patterns can you spot as Lu goes about her week?

MY SHAPE IS SAM
By: AMANDA JACKSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781624147708 | Price: $21.56
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
For anyone searching for their true self, the touching story of how a square finds a shape all his own. Circles were
smooth and round. Good at rolling, spinning, and pushing. They all turned together to make things go. Squares were
sturdy and even. Good at stacking, steadying, and measuring. They all fit together to make things stay. In a world
where everybody is a shape and every shape has a specific job, Sam is a square who longs for softer corners, rounder
edges, and the ability to roll like a circle. But everyone knows that squares don't roll, they stack. At least that's what
everyone thinks until the day Sam takes a tumble and discovers something wonderful. He doesn't have to be what
others want or expect him to be. With playful imagery, this story considers identity and nonconformity through the
eyes of Sam, a square struggling to find his true place in the world.

SAVE IT
By: CINDERS MCLEOD | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781984812407 | Price: $18.39
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
A charming introduction to simple money concepts in which a little bunny learns about the power and satisfaction
that come with saving money. Honey earns two carrots a week for taking care of her siblings. Her FIVE siblings
who are so loud and bouncy, she wishes she had a place of her own to escape to for some peace and quiet. So what's
a bunny to do? Get creative and figure out a savings plan--even if it means forgoing a treat or two. But saving is
worth it because with a little patience and perseverance, Honey will be able to make her dream of having her owns
space come true! This is the third book in the internationally acclaimed Moneybunnies Series--following Spend It!
and Earn It!

ARITHMECHICKS ADD UP
By: ANNMARIE STEPHENS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781629798073 | Price: $19.19
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
This exuberant picture book demonstrates key math concepts to children as ten math-loving chicks make a new
friend. As the Arithmechicks slide down the slide, swing on the swings, and play hide-and-seek, they don't realize
that a lonely mouse is copying them, longing to join in. However, when their basketball becomes stuck, the chicks
discover that a two-inch-tall new friend is exactly what they need. In this heartwarming story, there are many ways
to add up ten cheerful chicks--but a new friend is what makes them cheer. The book includes a helpful glossary that
defines the eight arithmetic strategies the chicks use throughout the story, providing a playful introduction to
essential math for young children and their caregivers.
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COUNT ON ME
By: MIGUEL TANCO | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780735265752 | Price: $17.59
PICTURE BOOK | Theme(s): Math
A young girl sees the world differently in this beautiful picture book celebration of math. Everyone has a passion.
For some, it's music. For others, it's art. For our heroine, it's math. When she looks around the world, she sees math
in all the beautiful things: the concentric circles a stone makes in a lake, the curve of a slide, the geometric shapes in
the playground. Others don't understand her passion, but she doesn't mind. There are infinite ways to see the world.
And through math is one of them. This book is a gorgeous ode to something vital but rarely celebrated. In the eyes
of this little girl, math takes its place alongside painting, drawing and song as a way to ponder the beauty of the
world.

BOY WHO DREAMED OF INFINITY A TALE O
By: AMY ALZNAUER | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780763690489 | Price: $19.19
BIOGRAPHY (INDIVIDUAL) | Theme(s): Diversity, Math
A young mathematical genius from India searches for the secrets hidden inside numbers -- and for someone who
understands him -- in this gorgeous picture-book biography. A mango . . . is just one thing. But if I chop it in two,
then chop the half in two, and keep on chopping, I get more and more bits, on and on, endlessly, to an infinity I
could never ever reach. In 1887 in India, a boy named Ramanujan is born with a passion for numbers. He sees
numbers in the squares of light pricking his thatched roof and in the beasts dancing on the temple tower. He writes
mathematics with his finger in the sand, across the pages of his notebooks, and with chalk on the temple floor.
"What is small?" he wonders. "What is big?" Head in the clouds, Ramanujan struggles in school -- but his mother
knows that her son and his ideas have a purpose. As he grows up, Ramanujan reinvents much of modern
mathematics, but where in the world could he find someone to understand what he has conceived? Author Amy
Alznauer gently introduces young readers to math concepts while Daniel Miyares's illustrations bring the wonder of
Ramanujan's world to life in the inspiring real-life story of a boy who changed mathematics and science forever.
Back matter includes a bibliography and an author's note recounting more of Ramanujan's life and accomplishments,
as well as the author's father's remarkable discovery of Ramanujan's Lost Notebook.

CURIOUS COMPARISONS A LIFE SIZE LOOK AT
By: JORGE DONEIGER | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781536200218 | Price: $17.59
SCIENCE - GENERAL | Theme(s): Math, Good for Reluctant Readers
Which weighs more, a pound of lead or a pound of feathers? How many ants does it take to steal a piece of cake?
Life-size photos and a clever text explore concepts of size, measurement, time, and more. Are you curious about
numbers, size, and how something small stacks up to something big, like the number of grains of sand that fill a
bucket? Using life-size photographs, engaging gatefolds, and witty asides, Jorge Doneiger beautifully demonstrates
relative size, along with quantitative information that answers questions about all kinds of creatures and objects. If
you unraveled all the thread from a T-shirt, how many times would that thread wrap around a city block? How many
balloons could you fill with the air you breathe in one day? How many flowers must a hive of bees visit to collect
enough pollen to make a pound of honey? Is it possible to measure time in colors? Back matter offers additional
facts on the subjects for curious readers.

MASTERS OF MATH
By: ROB COLSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778757375 | Price: $21.56
SCIENCE - MATH
Experiments and research challenges help reinforce mathematical concepts in this fascinating book about great math
thinkers in history and their discoveries. Readers will enjoy reading the stories behind each breakthrough in math as
well as the mini bios of the math "STEM-gineers" who solved them.
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MASTERS OF MATH
By: ROB COLSON | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778758235 | Price: $7.96
SCIENCE - MATH
Experiments and research challenges help reinforce mathematical concepts in this fascinating book about great math
thinkers in history and their discoveries. Readers will enjoy reading the stories behind each breakthrough in math as
well as the mini bios of the math "STEM-gineers" who solved them.

WHICH ONE DOESN'T BELONG
By: CHRISTOPH DANIELSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781580899444 | Price: $15.19
SCIENCE - MATH
Written by a celebrated math educator, this innovative inquiry encourages critical thinking and sparks memorable
mathematical conversations. Children and their parents answer the same question about each set of four shapes"Which one doesn't belong?" There is no one right answer--the important thing is to have a reason why. Kids might
describe the shapes as squished smooshed, dented, or even goofy. But when they justify their thinking, they're
talking math! Winner of the Mathical Book Prize for books that inspire children to see math all around them.

HOW MANY
By: CHRISTOPHE DANIELSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781580899437 | Price: $15.19
SCIENCE - MATH
Talking math with your child is fun and easy with this better approach to counting! Written by a math educator, this
innovative book encourages critical thinking and sparks memorable mathematical conversations. You and your child
decide what to count on each page. You have many choices, and the longer you look, the more possibilities you'll
notice. There are no wrong answers in this book. As long as you're talking about what you see, think, and wonder,
you're talking math!

WHATS THE POINT OF MATH
By: DK | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781465481733 | Price: $20.79
SCIENCE - MATH
Incredible historical and contemporary stories explore the often surprising origins of the math we use today, from
number sequences to trigonometry. Crazy facts, magic tricks, and mathematical brainteasers will amuse and
entertain even the most reluctant math students. Find out why an hour has 60 rather than 100 minutes and how prime
numbers keep the internet working. Colorful and uncluttered illustrations make mathematical explanations easy to
grasp in seconds and make this user-friendly book simple to navigate and a joy to browse and read. What's the Point
of Math? is perfect for those who need some inspiration when it comes to numbers. It combines stories from history
with simple visual explanations to bring math to life. From spotting a bargain to talking to computers, from filling in
a giant sinkhole to becoming a trillionaire, it shows children why core math ideas were invented and how to apply
them today - in the classroom and the real world! Accompanying the fascinating stories are puzzles, games, and
amazing facts, as well as a lively challenge to help bring each of the topics to life. Stylish, colorful illustrations make
the math fun and unintimidating, while simple diagrams and steps make explanations easy to grasp in seconds.
Throughout the book, worked examples show readers how to solve simple math challenges, encouraging children to
develop math skills with hands-on practice. A vocational theme runs throughout the book, showing why math is a
vital skill in many fields of life, from science and commerce to sports and travel.
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LOOK I'M A MATHEMATICIAN
By: DK | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781465468475 | Price: $13.59
SCIENCE - MATH
This playful preschool math book will unleash your child's curiosity as they play their way through 20 amazing math
projects. Perfect for kids aged 3-6, Look I'm a Mathematician is full of activities to show young readers just how
much fun math can be. Children will discover that math is in the world all around us and that they already have the
tools they need to be magical math wizards: an inquisitive mind, unlimited imagination, and super senses. Each stepby-step activity is hands-on and practical to encourage budding mathematicians to use their senses as they explore
essential early-years math topics. They will discover the magic of numbers with number bugs, investigate addition
by creating a hungry adding robot, learn about subtraction by bowling, craft 3-D shape aliens, and even make a
repeating pattern fruit wand. Covering a comprehensive range of math topics, from counting and numbers, to shape
and size, to measurements and time, this is the perfect first math book. Every fun project features a mixture of bright
photography and charming illustrations that support the easy-to-follow activity instructions. These hands-on
activities support classroom math curriculum. Look I'm a Mathematician gives little readers the opportunity to do
what they do best: imagine, create, learn, problem solve, and play their way to math magic!

NOW WHAT A MATH TALE
By: ROBIE HARRIS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780763678289 | Price: $17.59
SCIENCE - MATH
Solve a problem with Puppy and a bag full of blocks! Robie H. Harris and Chris Chatterton team up for another
gentle introduction to early math concepts. Puppy wants to build a bed out of blocks, one that is wide enough and
long enough for a snooze. But there aren't enough rectangles, squares, and triangles. NOW WHAT? Build, measure,
count, compare! Follow along as Puppy tries again and again and again and finally figures out how blocks of
different shapes and sizes can fit together to build a bed that's just the right size for a nap.

TIMES MACHINE
By: DANICA MCKELLAR | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781101934029 | Price: $23.99
SCIENCE - MATH
"Unleash the magic of math with Danica McKellar, her friends Mr. Mouse and Ms. Squirrel, and the exciting
contraption the Times Machine!"--

SUBTRACTION IN ACTION
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778763116 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
Friends share their strategies for figuring out how many objects remain as some are taken away.

SKIP COUNTING MY WAY TO SCHOOL
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778762324 | Price: $18.36
SCIENCE - MATH
A group of friends play a game on their way to school by counting forward and backward by twos, fives, and tens.
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SKIP COUNTING MY WAY TO SCHOOL
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778762935 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
A group of friends play a game on their way to school by counting forward and backward by twos, fives, and tens.

PLACE VALUE AT PLAYTIME
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778764380 | Price: $18.36
SCIENCE - MATH
During recess, friends learn about place value by working together to add and subtract by tens on the playground at
school.

PLACE VALUE AT PLAYTIME
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778764670 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
"During recess, friends learn about place value by working together to add and subtract by tens on the playground at
school"-- "About this title" may belong to another edition of this title.

I SEE 3-D
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778764373 | Price: $18.36
SCIENCE - MATH
Join a group of friends as they spot 3-D shapes around them, and learn how the shapes are used in different and
exciting ways.

I SEE 3-D
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778764663 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
Join a group of friends as they spot 3-D shapes around them, and learn how the shapes are used in different and
exciting ways.

BUILDING WITH SHAPES
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778762317 | Price: $18.36
SCIENCE - MATH
Friends identify the shapes of things in their neighbourhood, create new shapes by joining and separating existing
ones, and discover why certain shapes are useful for building structures.
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BUILDING WITH SHAPES
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778762928 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
Friends identify the shapes of things in their neighbourhood, create new shapes by joining and separating existing
ones, and discover why certain shapes are useful for building structures.

BUILDING TENS WITH MY FRIENDS
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780778762300 | Price: $18.36
SCIENCE - MATH
Friends learn different ways to construct sets of ten and find it helps them get better at working with numbers and
place value.

BUILDING TENS WITH MY FRIENDS
By: ADRIANNA MORGANELLI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780778762911 | Price: $7.16
SCIENCE - MATH
Friends learn different ways to construct sets of ten and find it helps them get better at working with numbers and
place value.

TRAPEZOID IS NOT A DINOSAUR
By: SUZANNE MORRIS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781580898836 | Price: $15.99
SCIENCE - MATH
In this wildly amusing, unconventional shape concept book, Trapezoid is here to declare that he's a shape, too. He's
NOT a type of dinosaur! Shape up, shapes! Triangle is hosting auditions for all the best shapes to be in his play.
Circle, Square, and Star each get a part. But Trapezoid just doesn't "fit in." Is he even a shape? The others think he
sounds like a type of dinosaur. Determined to show off his usefulness, Trapezoid tries to act like the other shapes, to
no avail. Eventually, though, Trapezoid celebrates his own distinct shape properties in order to become part of the
performance.

PEG & CAT - MATH IN THE BATH LEVEL 1 REA
By: JENNIFER OXLEY | Paperback
ISBN: 9781536207002 | Price: $5.59
SCIENCE - MATH
Bath time turns into math time for Peg and Cat in this tale for early readers. Peg and Cat are in the bath. One, two
friends in the bath. Seems like a great time to do some math! Readers can join old friends Peg and Cat as they
engage with the concepts of counting and weight and directional terms such as under, over, and across. How many
rocks will sink their boat? When Bug and Worm join the fun, how many are in the bath? Short, repetitive lines and
gentle addition and subtraction will make a splash with new and early readers.
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MONEY FOR BEGINNERS
By: EDDIE REYNOLDS | Paperback
ISBN: 9781474958233 | Price: $14.36
SCIENCE - MATH
A lot has been written about money. It makes the world goes round. It doesn’t grow on trees. It’s the root of all evil.
This book cuts through the myths and misconceptions to give young readers a simple and accessible introduction to
money – from why it shapes the world we live in to where it comes from, and how to increase what’s in your pocket.
New in the series, following Politics for Beginners and Business for Beginners. Cartoons, comic strips and diagrams
offer simple explanations of big ideas. Explores both practical tips and the theories of how money works, explaining
everything from personal savings and pocket money to bonds, shares and derivatives. Suitable for adults and
children alike – a brilliant resource for anyone looking to learn about all about money.

ME COUNTING TIME
By: JAON SWEENEY | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780525646846 | Price: $14.39
SCIENCE - MATH
How long is a minute? What is a decade? How many decades are in a century? Now with new illustrations by Alex
Willmore, Me Counting Time is a playful introduction to the concept of time. When a young boy prepares for his
seventh birthday and counts how many years old he is, he begins on an exploration of the many units of time that are
a part of everyday life. Fun to read, easy to understand, and brimming with colorful illustrations, this title joins the
other repackages in Joan Sweeney's popular Me...series--Me on the Map, Me and My Place in Space, Me and My
Amazing Body, Me and My Family Tree, Me and the Measure of Things, and Me and My Senses.

IN GREAT NUMBERS
By: ISABEL THOMAS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9783899558203 | Price: $32.50
SCIENCE - MATH
In Great Numbers will introduce children to the fascinating world of numbers and explains how they help us in our
daily life. Imagine a world without numbers. How would we ask for three scoops of ice cream? Or know whether
we've got 60 minutes left to play with our friends rather than 60 seconds? Why does a -minute have 60 seconds
anyway and not 100? Where does zero come from and what language do computers understand? - Without the
wonder-ful invention of numbers how would we be able to count, measure, and compare? Over the centuries, people
have conceived more and more clever ways to use them to understand the world around us, build cities, find our way
home, and more. In Great Numbers is a fun book that will help children realize how fascinating and fun numbers can
be.

MILLION DOTS
By: SVEN VOLKER | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781908714664 | Price: $22.80
SCIENCE - MATH
We start with a single tree; 1. As we turn the page, we are presented with a sum doubling the number on the page
before it: 1+1 = 2; 2+2 = 4; 4+4 = 8. In this way, we reach a million (actually 1,048,576) within 40 pages. Each sum
is brought to life with a simple graphic illustration in the distinctive style of Sven Volker. The dots form the back of
a ladybird, the bubbles in a cup of soda and the water in a swimming pool. The final page opens up to a magnificent
8 page gatefold to accomodate the final two big numbers. Gloriously simple in its concept and execution, this is a
book that will bring mathematics alive to parents as well as children and will also make a stunning gift book.
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